Suite Overview

cloudba

:

Flexible Delivery for Engineering Development Tools

Software and systems delivery is changing to adopt agile and continuous engineering
approaches. A flexible and effective infrastructure to support these approaches is critical to
success.
Welcome to cloudba
, SyntheSys’ Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) licensing toolset for
engineering software. Gone are the days when software was purchased on an annual basis
using unreliable usage forecasts, software licences can now be rented ‘on demand’, matching
actual usage with actual licences.

So what are the tools?
focuses on the best in requirements management, design management,
project management and validation management to accelerate effective software and
systems delivery which fundamentally improves output quality.

cloudba

RM:

Requirements Manager

It’s no secret that requirements
management, definition and engineering
practices are the foundation of project
success. cloudba
RM best practices
to requirements management is proven to
save time and money by helping to avoid
unnecessary development costs as a result
of poor requirements management
practices.
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Project Manager

PM:

cloudba
PM offers Change,
Configuration and Release Management
solutions which improve quality, increase
productivity, unify work teams, automate
development processes and provide
traceability across the software
development life cycle.
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Design Manager

DM:

Our Design Manager module, cloudba
DM provides collaborative design and
development for systems engineers and
software developers.
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VM:

Validation Manager

cloudba
VM facilitates Testing &
Validation Management which transforms
the way teams work together to deliver
enduring quality across systems and
software delivery life cycles from
requirements, development, validation
assurance, security and compliance to
deployment.
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Overview

The cloudba

Philosophy: An end-to-end Approach

The cloudba
philosophy is built on the ideal that organisations want to access more than
just a licence key. Our 4-phase service, delivery and support model ensures that our customers
receive an holistic, value added service from us.

?

Training &
Mentoring

Flexible SaaS
Licence

Consultancy

Termination

We design our
training based on
individual
organisational
goals and aim to
instruct
organisations on
how to use
powerful
engineering tools
software as part of
the cloudba
package.

Your SaaS licence
is included as part
of the
cloudba
package.

We help
organisations
develop and
implement sound
management and
product
development
strategies which
keep your
operational
business moving in
the right direction.

We will teach you
how to create a
lasting impression
within your
software and
systems
development as
part of our closedown procedure.

About SyntheSys

SyntheSys provides defence systems, training, systems and software engineering and technical management services over a spectrum of
different industry sectors. Along with distinct support and consultancy services, our innovative product range makes us first choice provider
for both large and small organisations. Established in 1988, the company focus is on fusing technical expertise with intuitive software
applications to solve common industry challenges.
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What can you expect as part of cloudba

